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Tupac
Tupac Amaru Shakur (/ ?tu?p??k ???k??r / TOO-pahk sh?-KOOR; born Lesane Parish Crooks, June 16, 1971 – September 13, 1996), better known by his stage name 2Pac and by his alias Makaveli, was an American rapper, songwriter, and actor. He is considered by many to be one of the most influential rappers of all time.

Tupac Shakur - Wikipedia
TUPAC Shakur faked his own autopsy picture and coroner's report and is still alive, conspiracy nuts claim. The rapper was murdered in a Las Vegas drive-by shooting in 1996 aged just 25 but many...

Tupac is alive after FAKING his own autopsy picture and ...
Tupac Shakur was an American rapper and actor who came to embody the 1990s gangsta-rap aesthetic, and who in death became an icon symbolizing noble struggle. He has sold 75 million albums to date,...

Tupac Shakur - Music, Murder & Family - Biography
Tupac 'faked his own death' on THIS day in 1996 'His family knows' TUPAC SHAKUR was gunned down in a hail of bullets in a gang-related attack on September 13, 1996, in Las Vegas but many believe...

Tupac 'faked his own death' on THIS day in 1996 'His ...
Born in New York City, Tupac grew up primarily in Harlem. In 1984, his family moved to Baltimore, Maryland where he became good friends with Jada Pinkett Smith. His family moved again in 1988 to Oakland, California. His first breakthrough in music came in 1991 as a member of the group Digital Underground.

Tupac Shakur - IMDb
Rap legend Tupac was shot dead in Las Vegas in 1996 Credit: Getty - Contributor Tupac was apparently unaware that he had sustained life threatening injuries but instead was concerned for the Death...

Tupac's last words to Suge Knight were 'You the one they ...
A new documentary claims rapper Tupac Shakur is still alive after faking his own death and fleeing to New Mexico where he is being protected by the Navajo. The film alleges Shakur escaped from...

Tupac Shakur 'faked his death and fled medical center ...
A BIZARRE new video claims to show the moment Tupac Shakur switched with a secret double hours before he was gunned down in Las Vegas. The rap legend was just 25 when he was targeted in a drive-by...

Tupac is still alive and CCTV ‘proves’ he switched places ...
MURDERED Tupac Shakur was pictured in public just one day AFTER he was targeted by a mystery gunman, claim conspiracy theorists. According to cops, the superstar rapper was murdered in a drive-by...

'Tupac’ photo taken ONE DAY after rapper was killed sparks ...
2Pac on Vevo - Official Music Videos, Live Performances, Interviews and more...

2PacVEVO - YouTube
Tupac Shakur died in 1996 (Picture: Getty Images) A former detective who worked on the murder case of Tupac Shakur has revealed who he thinks the killer was on what would have been the 48th...

Tupac Shakur's killer 'revealed' by former LAPD detective ...
While Tupac went on to diss Jay-Z on a number of tracks, Jay ultimately opted to not release his response after Tupac was shot dead in September 1996. Speaking of Jay’s planned response on the ‘A...

Jay-Z's feud with Tupac began after he collaborated with ...
A private investigator has claimed that there is proof that rapper Tupac Shakur is 'alive and well and living in Belize'. Jimmy Poole has been looking into Tupac's death to see if there is any...

Tupac Shakur 'alive and well in Belize' after new photo ...
Dont Forget to Subscribe

Tupac - Hail Mary - YouTube
REMASTERED IN HD! Music video by 2Pac performing Changes. (C) 1998 Interscope Records #2Pac #Changes #Remastered

2Pac - Changes (Official Music Video) ft. Talent - YouTube
Lesane Crooks was born to Afeni Shakur (née Alice Faye Williams), a member of the Black Panther Party, and she renamed him Tupac Amaru Shakur—after Peruvian revolutionary Túpac Amaru II —when he was a year old.

Tupac Shakur | Biography, Songs, Albums, & Facts | Britannica
Enjoy the videos and music you love, upload original content, and share it all with friends, family, and the world on YouTube.

Tupac Greatest Hits - YouTube
A conspiracy theorist has wildly claimed that Tupac Shakur is still alive – and says there is evidence in the form of CCTV from a hotel lobby in Las Vegas. The footage from MGM Grand on the night Tupac was gunned down has been analysed by many fans over the years, with many believing it could hold clues into his
tragic death at the age of 25.

Tupac alive conspiracy erupts as rapper's 'body double ...
A true Poet.
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